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Abstract
Traditional banking was based on paper documents like ‘deposit form’, ‘withdrawal form’ etc. The
comfort level for the customer on paper based business was high as they can retain the paper and show as
proof in case of disputes. The present Internet and Core banking systems which are widely in use are
transaction based. One drawback of the present situation is that customer is not able to keep a copy of the
transaction due to various reasons like multiple channels and lack of suitable infrastructure at client end
etc. As a via media, we tried to bridge the gap and see whether we can give the comfort and trust levels of
the paper document coupled with the intelligence of the technology.
In this model we propose a method to describe financial product like “Fixed Deposits” using XML
technology. At present, banks give the deposits in paper form with the deposit amount, maturity date and
interest rate prescribed in the document. The banks system calculates the interest and pays the customer.
The paper itself can’t calculate interest. It just helps the customer as a proof alone. In our model, we are
trying to see whether we can embed the interest calculation algorithm into XML based deposit and give to
the customer, so that customer himself can find how much he gets using tools like XSI. This will act as a
good verification mechanism, instead of solely depending on banks’ systems. To show case this model as a
POC, we used XSD, XML and XSI (an in house tool with IDRBT).
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1. Introduction
In Today’s world, every user wishes to carry out transactions instantly from present location with
mobile devices. This fact drives the organizations not only to offer services online but also to
ensure that the services reach end users in a flexible and convenient way on a wide variety of
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devices. In present scenario, developers are maintaining different versions of the same
application, each version corresponding to a particular device. Our objective is to develop a XML
schema definition (XSD) based user interface using which developers can maintain just a single
version of their applications, instead of maintaining multiple versions. The whole idea in XSD
based user interface is that a user input screen is painted based on the XSD and device properties;
and once the user inputs the data, the data is exchanged as an XML document.
Our Contributions in this paper include
1. XSD based user interface as a service.
2. XSD based user interface on client device.

1.1 Introduction to XSI
The XSI tool is under development in IDRBT. The XSI dynamically generates GUI for the
customer from composite XML schema document. Customer can enter the data into the GUI and
then XSI generates an XML document conforming to the given XSD.

1.2 XSI – XSD based universal User Interface
The prominent steps involved in implementing XSD based user interface involves following four
basic steps.
a. Generation of user interface (display) for requested schema so that user can enter data.
b. Extracting data entered through interface.
c. Creation of XML document with data entered by the user and elements from schema.
d. Validating this document against the schema.
These steps can be performed in two different approaches. Two methodologies are proposed in
this paper based on whether these steps are to be carried out at client side or at server side.

1.3 XSI as Service
In this methodology, the majority of the steps are carried out at the server (as a service). It is
aimed to offer services to clients equipped with less processing and memory resources. It makes
use of the existing contemporary middleware technologies (such as JINI, UPnP and WAP) to
offer the services to a wide variety of client devices.
1.3.1 XSI service:
It consists of different entities such as XSD and XSL repository, GUI generator and validation
engine. Based on availability of requested schema document, GUI generator fetches that
document from XSD repository and generates the interface based on the type of client device.
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Figure 1. Architecture of XSI as service.

1.3.2 Gateway:
The gateway acts as a service provider because where the XSI service is deployed. It acts as an
entry point for clients to access services (schemas) and to submit XML documents and as end
point for organizations to deploy services for its clients.
1.3.3 XSD Repository:
The services are defined in the form of XSD and XSL documents. All XSD documents
corresponding to different services are kept in XSD repository at the XSI service. When the end
user requests for a particular service, then the corresponding schema document for that service is
fetched from XSD repository and is passed to the GUI generator component to provide the
interface.
1.3.4 GUI generator:
• For PCs, Java provides a rich interface capabilities through swings and the interfaces developed

using swings are easily portable to other platforms. Even though Abstract window Toolkit
(AWT) provides front-end capabilities, it suffers from portability problems due to its
dependencies on native components during runtime. The PCs have sufficient processing
capability and enough space to accommodate Java virtual machine. So, the whole interface can
be displayed in a single screen using swings components. This swings interface represents
XML document elements. Interface is generated at the service and then that code is passed on
to the client through applets. Thereby, the end user will interactively transact with swings
based interface.
• For mobile devices, WAP gateway connects mobile devices to the Internet to access XSI

service. Mobile devices do not have enough resources for processing and storage. So, they do
not support conventional web browser. Instead, mobile devices have a separate browser called
micro browser that handles WML content. Some mobile devices such as PDAs can also handle
XHTML content. The XHTML or WML interface based on the mobile device is generated for
mobile end users from the requested schema document. Another challenge faced by mobile
devices is the limitation of display screen. It is mandating that the interface be displayed in
multiple screens. So the same content which can be displayed, as a single screen in PC would
be displayed in multiple screens on mobile.
For any new device, appropriate conversion mechanism is handled at service without the
knowledge of the application service provider and users.
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1.3.5 Validation Engine:
The end user enters data through the input screen displayed on his device. That data is sent in
XML document format to service. This XML document is validated against the corresponding
schema and XSL document to satisfy certain constraints by using the validation engine at the
server side. It is performed to ensure that data provided by user conforms to the schema
definition.
1.3.6 Pros and Cons of this approach:
By this approach, the service can be extended to new kinds of devices without requiring any
additional modifications by application developers. Scalability is the standard feature of this
approach.
This approach relieves the burden on client devices in terms of processing because each of the
above steps is carried out at the server side. Unfortunately, there is no way to ensure that the
information provided by the end user conforms to schema at the client side itself. This slightly
increases the network traffic and inconvenience to the end user by repeatedly entering the data in
the interface. This can be overcome by providing some scripting type of mechanisms such as
JavaScript at the client side. It solves the problem only to some extent.

1.4 XSI at Client
In this methodology, the service provider provides only a schema document corresponding to
requested service. That document is passed on to client as input to the client’s specific device
software. The major entities involved in this approach are XSD and XSL repository, device
specific client software, and validation engine.

Figure 2. Architecture of XSI as service.

1.4.1 XSD repository:
For different types of services, the corresponding schema documents are added to the repository.
The list of available services present in schema repository is displayed in Java applet. Through
which, the clients can download the schema document and XSL document for the desired service.
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1.4.2 Device specific software:
Once the client receives the XSD and XSL files, it is the job of client to generate the interface
from the schema using the device specific software. To meet this purpose, the device specific
client software is used to generate interface, create XML document and perform validation. The
version of the software for a specific device can be usually obtained from the service provider
website. It also handles the type of interface to be generated depending on the type of client
device.
• For PCs, GUI interface is provided using Java’s swing components and is displayed in a single
screen.
• For mobile devices, the interface is to be generated in XHTML for PDAs and WML for mobile
clients. This requirement is constrained by the limitation of display screen. It is the role of the
specific software to display the interface in multiple screens in order to overcome this
constraint and to provide flexible interface.
In this way, the device specific software generates interface through which the users can transact.
The XML document is generated using data entered by the end user in the interface. It is
validated using validation engine (also a component of the device specific software) at the client
side. If XML document conforms to schema definition and XSL constraints, then it can be sent to
the gateway or stored locally depending on user choice.
1.4.3 Pros and Cons of this approach:
By this approach, users have the flexibility to ensure that the information entered conforms to
schema definition at the client itself. It reduces network traffic considerably and also relieves the
burden on the server. But, this approach suffers from the scalability feature. If it is to be
supported for a new type of device, it requires developing of device specific client software
corresponding to that new device.
The information contained in XML document is in a structured format. The organizations
incorporate application programs to extract the information from these documents and store it
into native xml databases. Here, it is possible to deploy web services to do these activities and
thereby providing platform independent services and automates the back end processing of
requests. The collected information in databases is readily available for analysis purposes to get
unknown information. This, in turn, provides opportunities for improving business efficiency,
competitiveness and productivity.
1.4.4 Implementation Work Done
This section discusses the implementation work done to develop the universal user interface. The
existing XML parsers are only supporting to parse XML documents but not for handling the
schema documents. The development of this tool is divided into following phases.
•

Parsing

•

Structure analysis

•

Rendering into interface using GUI components

•

Customizing layout

•

Creation of XML document
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•

Validation

•

Serialization

The structure analysis is to be performed while parsing the schema document. During this
analysis, the schema elements are rendered into GUI components by using different rendering
languages such as swings, XHTML, WML based on client device. The interface represents a
XML document form for entering the data. Once the data is entered, it provides various options
such as save, send, close to allow the user to create XML document. Modern XML parsers are
also providing support for validating the documents against given schema. After that, XSL is used
to associate with XML document to stylize and specify dependencies among elements.

Figure 3. Design Steps.

1.5 Fixed Deposit
Fixed deposit is a money deposit at a banking institution that cannot be withdrawn for a certain
"term" or period of time. When the term is over it can be withdrawn or it can be held for another
term.
Interest rate is paid on deposit accounts by commercial banks and other depository financial
institutions. Fixed interest rate is the rate which is fixed before the investment of money in the
bank and cannot be changed until the maturity of the deposit is over.

1.6 Taking input
XSI can create new XML documents or edit existing XML documents. For new documents, XSI
takes schema as input. For editing, XSI takes XML instance documents as input.

1.7 GUI generator
This module presents the user with GUI for the user to enter the data.

1.8 Validator
In this module user entered data is verified against its corresponding XSD document. Users
would be alerted for appropriate corrections, in case the data is not in conformance with the XSD.
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1.9 XML document generator
This module of XSI generates XML document by taking the XSD document as the input and user
entered data.

1.10 Save/Send the document
The ultimate goal of XSI is to send the document to establish good communication between
customer and the bank. The generated XML is either saved locally or sent through the network.
The following diagram gives the complete idea about the work flow of XSI.

Figure 4. XSI – Conceptual View

2. Application Overview
We developed the prototype using XML, XSD and XSI. In this section, we explain the prototype
components and work flow of the application.

2.1 Relationship among schema, advertisement and deposit document

Figure 5. M-M Relationship among schema, advertisement and deposit document
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• There can be one fixed deposit XSD structure to define the Deposit format.
• However, the interest rates keep changing and banks advertise different rates at different points
of time, based on different criteria like Principal amount, term duration etc. So, each
advertisement has to be represented as an XML document.
• There can be many customers depositing money against each advertisement and so there can
be many deposit instances which are again in the form of XML.

2.2 The Application Components
The application crosses three boundaries in the entire work flow. They are 1. Bank’s Server, 2.
Bank’s Teller and, 3.Bank’s Customer
2.2.1 Bank’s Server
The Bank’s server hosts XML and XSD files which contain all the information about bank
deposit forms as well as their structure. The banks display advertisements which show FD-Fixed
Deposit interests from time to time. These advertisements are coded by using XML and XSD.
2.2.2 Bank’s Teller
When the customer approaches the bank’s teller machine, it issues the fixed deposit certificates to
the customers. The bank teller contacts with the bank server to get the details in the form of XSD
and XML and then fills the deposit with the customer details. Final deposit certificate is generated
in the form of XML. Teller sends one copy of this XML to bank server and another to customer.
2.2.3 Bank’s Customer
The customer receives the final deposit certificate in XML format. The customer can verify the
deposit certificate at any point of time using XSI at his/her end.

2.3 Work flow of the model

Figure 6. XSI Deposit Certificate model
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1. The teller sends request to bank’s server to get appropriate XSD/XML advertisement for the
customer requirement.

Figure 7. Fixed deposit Advertisement

2. Bank server provides required XSD/XML advertisement to teller. These advertisements are
coded by using XML and XSD.
3. The XSI generates GUI for the teller to enter customer specific details.
4. The customer approaches the bank and provides details for taking the fixed deposit at the teller.
Deposit advertisement is created in GUI using deposit XSD.
5. The teller enters the information in the GUI and submits.
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Fig. 8. XML based advertisement conforming to deposit XSD
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Figure 9. GUI format for above XML

• XSI uses the Deposit XSD to validate the information entered by the customer.
• The Deposit XSD is used to validate the information entered by the customer in the GUI. If
there are any violations, customers are alerted to correct the information.
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Figure 10. XSD for Deposit form

6. If the validation is successful, the teller sends the XML document to the customer and one
copy is sent to the bank’s server for future reference. This XML file contains all the
information about the deposit money, interest rate and valid or maturity date of the deposit.
7. The customer can use XSI tool to view the XML based deposit document.

Figure 11. Final Deposit XML with customer deposit details
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3. Advantages
3.1 Advantages to Bank
─ Frequent changes of XML document for representing interest rates is allowed and so
changes are reflected from time to time as documents just like in physical documents.
─ Generates structured information contained in XML documents. The structured data is easier
to handle, store, process, and analyze by application systems. Thereby, it helps organizations
to make better decisions to improve efficiency, competitiveness and reduce fraud.
─ Excessive processing on the server is reduced as customers need not approach the bank
always. With tools like XSI, their own systems can participate in application processing.

3.2 Advantages to Customer
─ We foresee the replacement of traditional browsers in all the financial transactions with
browsers like XSI.
─ The customers can calculate present deposits based on interest rates at any time.
─ This tool is providing GUI, so customer can enter data in an easy way in offline mode as
well, without connecting to Bank’s server and he can keep all copies of his requests to
bank(s) and the corresponding responses from bank(s) in a single view.
─ Since the deposit is in standard XML format, it will help the customer to track his
transactions in the case of banks’ mergers.
─ Since the Deposit Certificate is in standard XML form, new products like trading the
deposits also can become a reality in future.

4. Conclusion
The XSI tool takes both XML documents and XSD as input and generates output in an XML
format. It validates the information without human intervention. Through this tool we can provide
an easy way to calculate the interest rates in the form of XML and these forms are sent to
customers. So, the customer has valid proof for further verification. Bank servers will update the
customer information in an easy way by changing the XML document.
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